IMPORTANT

Review All Instructions Before Beginning Assembly. These Instructions Are Provided To Avoid Problems That May Occur From Improper Assembly Or Installation. Mayline And/or Its Distributors Are Not Responsible For Failure Resulting From Improper Assembly Or Installation Of This Product. Moreover, All Warranties Are Void For Failure To Follow These Assembly Instructions.
1. Place base (e) upside down and push casters (d) firmly into base. 5 places.

2. Turn base right side up and insert cylinder (f) into center hole of base.

3. Place foot ring (h) over cylinder. NOTE: Turn foot ring counterclockwise to loosen. Place to desired height and turn clockwise to tighten.

4. Place cylinder cover (g) over cylinder.

5. Assemble mechanism (c) to seat (k) using screws (k) 4 places.

6. Assemble pin of back post (j) into slots of back bracket (metal) (m).

7. Assemble back post & bel lows (j) to back (a) using back brackets (n & r).

8. Assemble back assembly to seat.

and tighten knob (p).

and tighten knob (p).
OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS FOR MECHANISM & CHAIR FEATURES

1. Seat Height Adjustment.
   - Lift the desired height and tighten knob (clockwise).
   - To adjust the seat, loosen knob (counter-clockwise).
2. Back Height Adjustment.
   - Weight downward on the seat.
   - To lower the seat, pull lever upward and apply.
   - The desired height.
   - Your body at desired to allow the chair to rise.
   - To release the seat, pull lever upward and release.
3. Seat Depth Adjustment.
   - Position the desired depth and tighten knob (clockwise).
   - To adjust the seat, loosen knob (counter-clockwise).
4. Foot Ring Adjustment.
   - Position the desired height and tighten foot ring (clockwise).
   - To adjust the foot ring, loosen foot ring (counter-clockwise).